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Chapter 1 : Welcome to the University at Buffalo - University at Buffalo
The Time of the Buffalo is recommended for readers of environmental history, American history enthusiasts, and wildlife
lovers in general. [Note: The names buffalo and American bison are used interchangeably.].

Banteng , gaur , and gayal However, Y chromosome analysis associated wisent and American bison. Steele
and Company The steppe bison Bison priscus diverged from the lineage that led to cattle Bos taurus about 2 to
5 million years ago. The bison genus is clearly in the fossil record by 2 million years ago. The European bison
arose from the steppe bison, without fossil evidence of other ancestral species between the steppe bison and
the European bison, though the European bison might have arisen from the lineage that led to American bison
if that lineage backcrossed with the steppe bison. Again, the web of relationships is confusing, but some
evidence shows the European bison is descended from bison that had migrated from Asia to North America,
and then back to Europe, where they crossbred with existing steppe bison. Evidence has been found of
multiple crossings of bison to and from Asia starting before , years ago and continuing until at least , years
ago. The steppe bison spread through the northern parts of North America and lived in Eurasia until roughly
11, years ago [32] and North America until 4, to 8, years ago. It is thought to have disappeared some 21,â€”30,
years ago, during the late Wisconsin glaciation. During that period, a handful of ranchers gathered remnants of
the existing herds to save the species from extinction. These ranchers bred some of the bison with cattle in an
effort to produce "cattlo". Generally, male domestic bulls were crossed with buffalo cows, producing offspring
of which only the females were fertile. The crossbred animals did not demonstrate any form of hybrid vigor ,
so the practice was abandoned. The proportion of cattle DNA that has been measured in introgressed
individuals and bison herds today is typically quite low, ranging from 0. National Bison Association has
adopted a code of ethics which prohibits its members from deliberately crossbreeding bison with any other
species. Range and population[ edit ] Bison herd grazing at the National Bison Range in Montana Despite
being the closest relatives of domestic cattle native to North America, bison were never domesticated by
Native Americans. Later attempts of domestication by Europeans prior to the 20th century met with limited
success. This agility and speed, combined with their great size and weight, makes bison herds difficult to
confine, as they can easily escape or destroy most fencing systems, including most razor wire. About , bison
currently exist on private lands and around 30, on public lands which includes environmental and government
preserves. In , genetically pure bison were reintroduced to the Janos Biosphere Reserve in northern Chihuahua
adding to the Mexican bison population. S Tribes and Canadian First Nations signed a treaty to help with the
restoration of bison, the first to be signed in nearly years. They were invaluable to explorers and were adopted
by pioneers. Bison traces were characteristically north and south, but several key east-west trails were used
later as railways.
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Chapter 2 : DONNA THE BUFFALO - ALL THE TIME LYRICS
The Time of the Buffalo by Tom McHugh (Knopf ) (). I recently became interested in the bison and its relation to the
American Plains Indians after reading on Wikipedia that the US Army last fought the Apaches in when the Apaches
crossed the Mexican border and carried out raids in Texas.

We have learned one place under scrutiny by federal investigators is Buffalo, New York. In August,
information about dozens of accused priests was leaked from the diocesan secret archive. Tonight, you will
hear from a priest who will share his direct knowledge about what he has called a cover-up. But first, the
anonymous whistleblower who uncovered proof that Bishop Richard Malone withheld the names of dozens of
priests accused of abuse. I had to rely on God even more than I ever have before. She is the whistleblower who
leaked records from the secret archive of the Diocese of Buffalo. Last week she spoke with the FBI. Some
people would say that you betrayed Bishop Malone. They revealed that for years Bishop Malone allowed
priests accused of sexual assault such as statutory rape and groping to stay on the job. I love my church, I love
our diocese, and I-- I loved him. I-- I genuinely did as my bishop and as my boss. So why are you doing this?
The reality of what I saw really left me with no other option. At first, she took pictures with her phone. The
documents provided an extraordinary window into how the diocese handled abuse. And nobody caught on to
what you were doing? Her decision to act was influenced by the phone calls she fielded from dozens of people
who said they had been abused. There was no other way you saw to handle this? Not with any expediency, no.
Bishop Richard Malone Her doubts began in March. Bishop Malone had agreed to release a list of 42 priests
accused of sexually abusing minors. There was also something else, a dossier about priests she discovered in a
supply closet. There was one particular binder, which was of pending litigation that had been presented to
Bishop Malone when he first was installed as our bishop. And this was from the lawyers. And I remember
finding this obviously very important and sensitive information and thinking, "How did it ever end up here,
first of all? The cases in the dossier Bishop Malone inherited when he arrived in stretched back decades. As
they worked on the list, the bishop and his lawyers decided they would not reveal the names of accused priests
still in ministry. It was a very carefully curated list. And I-- I saw all the-- the lawyers coming in and out, and I
was aware of the-- the various strategies that were in place. What were they trying to do if not help the
victims? Church records showed two young men in Buffalo had complained in that Smith had inappropriately
touched them. Two years before that, Smith was sent to counseling after repeated contact with an eighth-grade
boy that included unwanted attention and facebook messages. Despite what Bishop Malone knew, he endorsed
Smith for a job as a cruise ship chaplain. The bishop wrote, "I am unaware of anything in his background
which would render him unsuitable to work with minor children". Our previous bishop had removed him from
ministry, so I always thought it was odd that Bishop Malone had reinstated him. When I explored his file more
in-depth, that might have really been the moment when I knew that I had to do something with this
information. Remember, the diocese list had 42 names. They had accusations against them, credible
accusations. I felt that instead of being transparent, we were almost being the opposite or-- or half transparent.
One of them was Father Fabian Maryanski. The diocese knew about it but a note in the file argued Maryanski
should be excluded from the list of problem priests. It said, "We did not remove him from ministry despite full
knowledge of the case, and so including him on list might require explanation. She was not alone. Father Bob
Zilliox advised the bishop on church law, including abuse cases. He told us he was disgusted by how the cases
he saw were handled. I think the hypocrisy, the lip service, you know, the, "Yes, Bob, I agree with you," and
then I would walk out of an office and nothing would happen. It is exceedingly rare for a Catholic priest to
risk challenging his bishop in public. A lot of cases should have been handled differently. A lot of cases
probably should have gone to Rome at the time. How many of those priests should have been taken out of
priesthood? I would argue at least eight or nine. How many of them still are in the priesthood here in Buffalo?
All the guys that should have been removed from the priesthood are still priests. What do you think of that?
The church is holy. Those are individuals in the church who are weak and who have made very bad decisions.
Why is it, do you think, that the clergy fails to get this? Bishop Malone has the authority to strip Father Zilliox
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of his duties for going public. But the priest told us he is motivated to speak out by more than the truth. He
also is a victim of sexual abuse by a Buffalo priest. And so all of this has been very painful for me to see how
our diocese, how other dioceses have handled this. How old were you when you were abused? I was a year-old
boy. How did that experience affect you while you were watching how Bishop Malone was handling these
cases? It was very difficult in a lot of different ways. But when I saw things take place the way they did, I sort
of was conflicted within. I think as a victim, I have a bias, which is maybe not a healthy thing, but objectively
I can-- I have no tolerance for any abuse. Paul Snyder Bill Whitaker: Bishop Malone has called this a crisis.
You call it a scandal. So you pretend to grieve with me about the fire, but the problem is you caused it. Snyder
showed us some of the notes and emails he has received since calling for the bishop to resign. They want to be
part of the solution but they think this bishop is preventing that from occurring. This month, Snyder sent
letters and documents to prominent bishops demanding an investigation. Why do you have faith that the
bishops are going to handle this? And I want these cardinals and bishops to start putting their ass on the line
and start protecting their people. Bishops hold supreme power in their diocese and answer only to the pope.
Bishop Malone plans to be there. Bishop Malone at August Press Conference: The shepherd does not desert
the flock at a difficult time. The bishop has made three public apologies and offered to sell his 11, square foot
official residence to help compensate victims. Last week, he sent us a statement that said in part: It was only
after this scandal broke in March, that he suspended 16 more for abuse. None have been kicked out of the
priesthood. He has said he is sorry. Do you forgive him? I accept it and I forgive him, but actions speak louder
than words. Show us these cases are being handled properly. Show us these priests are being removed. You
would like for Bishop Malone to resign? Produced by Guy Campanile and Lucy Boyd. Associate producer,
Dina Zingaro.
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Chapter 3 : Top 10 Best Buffalo Bills Players All Time | blog.quintoapp.com
Charlie Specht, the chief investigative reporter for Buffalo's ABC affiliate, WKBW, first reported the May date in
mid-October, but this is the first time any agent or official of the Buffalo.

Buffalo Bills saw many successful seasons with just a few failures in NFL. The team currently is suffering the
longest standing drought in the history of a mainstream sport. Despite that, Bills created many legends. Smith
served Buffalo Bills for 15 years and put up sacks, tackles, and 35 forced fumbles. Jim Kelly After refusing to
play for the Bills in , Kelly joined the franchise three years later. Buffalo Bills finished the season under him.
The quarterback also led the side to four Super Bowl appearances. In his career, he led the Bills to make 22
last quarter comebacks. He got in Pro Bowls 5 times and All-Pro 3 times. Thomas in his 12 years with the
Bills covered 11, yards for 80 touchdowns. With receptions he added another 4, yards and scored 22
touchdowns. He joined the Pro Football Hall of Fame in He completed 27 receptions for yards In Super
Bowls. He is a seven-times Pro Bowler, two-times All-Pro and ranks 12th in career receiving yards. His
teammate was too quick to earn fame while Hull was yet to make a unique identity. He played 11 seasons and
was the Pro Bowls thrice and the first team All-Pro twice. The importance of Hull was the impact he made to
make the K-Gun a fine offensive line back then. Hull managed to reach 12 or higher AV despite playing in
center. Simpson for his 9 seasons with the Bills recorded 10, yards and scored 57 touchdowns. In , Simpson
went passed 2K yards in a single season. The receiver has 51 passes for yards. His impact on the game makes
him a legendary player. Darryl Talley Darryl Talley played for the Bills in 12 seasons. He was one of their
most important players in the Super Bowl appearances of the side. Talley has 1, tackles, 12 interceptions, He
is a two-time All-Pro and two-time Pro Bowler. Joe Ferguson Ferguson played for three more teams other than
the Buffalo Bills. But his campaign for the Bills from to made him the star he is. Ferguson was top ten in pass
attempts for five times, passing touchdowns six times, completing and passing yards four times, and yards per
pass for three times. Fred Smerlas Fred Smiles was the strongest pillar of the Bills defense in the 80s. The man
recorded his career high AV of 17 in season and made it to the All-Pro. Smiles is five times Pro Bowler. Later,
the advent of other stars made this one diminish with time.
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Chapter 4 : Why the Bearsâ€™ blowout win over Buffalo could be a sign of good things to come | NBC Spo
Current local time in USA - New York - Buffalo. Get Buffalo's weather and area codes, time zone and DST. Explore
Buffalo's sunrise and sunset, moonrise and moonset.

Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be challenged
and removed. August Reed-Kellogg diagram of the sentence Buffalo engaged in a contest of dominance. This
sentence supposes they have a history of being bullied by other buffalo, and they are from Buffalo, New York.
A comic explaining the concept The sentence is unpunctuated and uses three different readings of the word
"buffalo". In order of their first use, these are: This is used as a noun adjunct in the sentence; n. The sentence
is syntactically ambiguous; however, one possible parse marking each "buffalo" with its part of speech as
shown above would be as follows: Buffaloa buffalon Buffaloa buffalon buffalov buffalov Buffaloa buffalon.
When grouped syntactically, this is equivalent to: The sentence uses a restrictive clause , so there are no
commas, nor is there the word "which," as in, "Buffalo buffalo, which Buffalo buffalo buffalo, buffalo Buffalo
buffalo. An expanded form of the sentence which preserves the original word order is: Buffalo buffalo the
animals called "buffalo" from the city of Buffalo [that] Buffalo buffalo buffalo that the animals from the city
bully buffalo Buffalo buffalo are bullying these animals from that city. Bison from Buffalo, New York, who
are intimidated by other bison in their community, also happen to intimidate other bison in their community.
The buffalo from Buffalo who are buffaloed by buffalo from Buffalo, buffalo verb other buffalo from Buffalo.
Buffalo buffalo main clause subject [that] Buffalo buffalo subordinate clause subject buffalo subordinate
clause verb buffalo main clause verb Buffalo buffalo main clause direct object. A diagram explaining the
sentence Diagram using a comparison to explain the buffalo sentence Usage Thomas Tymoczko has pointed
out that there is nothing special about eight "buffalos"; [1] any sentence consisting solely of the word
"buffalo" repeated any number of times is grammatically correct. The shortest is "Buffalo! Adventures in
Word and Thought. Rapaport , now a professor at the University at Buffalo but then a graduate student at
Indiana University , came up with versions containing five and ten instances of "buffalo". Pinker names his
student, Annie Senghas, as the inventor of the sentence. Berwick, who used a five-"buffalo" version in a book,
[8]:
Chapter 5 : American bison - Wikipedia
A seasoned pilot from Buffalo flying a small plane from Niagara Falls to New Jersey on Friday was killed when the plane
crashed in Delaware County, according to authorities.

Chapter 6 : The Time of the Buffalo by Tom McHugh
Nathan Peterman played in a game from start to finish for the first time in his NFL career on Sunday, a loss to the
Chicago Bears. But the oft-criticized Buffalo Bills quarterback's latest.

Chapter 7 : - The Time of the Buffalo by Tom Mchugh
ORCHARD PARK, N.Y. â€” Maybe the only time the Bears weren't in control of their thwacking of the Buffalo Bills was
when Aaron Lynch thrusted his hips too many times after a sack. Or too slowly. "I'll probably get the same amount in in a
shorter time period," Lynch said, cracking up.

Chapter 8 : The Legend & Importance of the White Buffalo
"Buffalo buffalo Buffalo buffalo buffalo buffalo Buffalo buffalo." is a grammatically correct sentence in American English,
often presented as an example of how homonyms and homophones can be used to create complicated linguistic
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constructs through lexical ambiguity.

Chapter 9 : The Buffalo Zoo - All You Need to Know BEFORE You Go (with Photos) - TripAdvisor
Almost at the same time as her leaving, great herds of buffalo could be seen surrounding the camps. It is said that after
that day, the Lakota honored their pipe, and buffalo were plentiful. This story of the White Buffalo Calf Woman has
immense importance to the Lakota and many other tribes.
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